
Watch this Habits of Health Zoom (send to your client as well): 
https://youtu.be/NoI632fzvCA?list=PLVZpfKREfdFO6Xg7Okd47VOBDV6XSLjbB  
 

● First off- a real plateau (2-3 weeks with zero weight loss after being on plan 100%) it is 
normal for a person's body to not lose weight every so often for a  week.  Their body is 
coping with stress of weight loss.  It is actually HEALTHY to have a week with zero 
weight loss sometimes.  

● Secondly, go over your food journal to make sure they are in fact following the plan 
100%.  Sometimes a person does not realize something they are eating is not on plan 
(what? we can't eat apples?!)  ;) 

● Then go over these plateau tips and send your client this.  
● Remember listen to your body! If you are already exercising, try picking up the intensity 

or frequency of your workouts. 
● If you are exercising intensely, you may be pushing too hard- try to avoid excessive 

"huffing and puffing" while exercising.  Your body will store fat if you are overworking! 
● In general, be aware of your total carbohydrate intake. you are experiencing slower 

weight loss or hit a plateau, we recommend staying between 80-85 grams of carbs per 
day. 

○ Try eating more "liquid" products for a few days, which are generally the lowest in 
carb content (aka Have a shake day!) 

○ Choose meats from the leanest category and veggies from the lowest carb 
category for a week.  Eat more fish! 

○ Avoid eating MF snack product and a green wrapper bar in the same day if you 
are experiencing slower weight loss or a weight-loss plateau. 

● Other Meals.  
○ MF Snacks are higher in carbs than most non-MF snacks 

● If you like eating both snacks and bars, try to alternate days that you eat a MF snack 
with days that you eat a green wrapper Maintenance Bar. Refer to the list of non-MF 
snacks in your Quick Start Guide for more options. 

● Make sure you are drinking half your body weight in ounces each day.  At least 64 
ounces, but preferably 100 ounces or more is best for getting off a plateau! 

● Offer the calorie burn flavor infusers (up to 3 per day) that will help you burn more 
calories and increase your metabolism.  

● Make sure you are eating within a half hour of waking up, and never going longer than 3 
hours between meals. 

● Are you getting at least 7 hours of consistent sleep per night?  Lack of sleep can 
contribute to plateaus. 

● Are you excessively stressed out?  Read in Dr. A's book on pages 313-315 and practice 
daily stress reduction techniques. 

● Focus on the long-term optimal health that will result from eating right and practicing 
habits of health, and check inches- plateau weeks are CLASSICALLY HUGE inches lost 
weeks.  Good luck! 

 

https://youtu.be/NoI632fzvCA?list=PLVZpfKREfdFO6Xg7Okd47VOBDV6XSLjbB

